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XN-2000
 * 200 samples/h
 * Sampler capacity 10 racks
 * Choose diagnostic APPs as needed
 * Integrated backup concept
 * Short turnaround times

XN-2000 - a perfect pair for basic and extended testing

The XN-2000 system is a combination of two analysis modules that you can equip with a specified clinical application.
In its Rerun & Reflex configuration, it is transformed into a superb solution for basic and extended testing. Because the
two modules process rack samples simultaneously, it can accommodate any sample without slowing down. The modules
work together perfectly. And you don’t lose any precious time, even with abnormal samples.
With integrated reflex testing, you no longer have to select and reload samples manually. The reflex sampler feeds the
samples into the left-hand module automatically and performs the extended measurement. If there are no abnormal
samples, it speeds up the system by working on standard samples instead.

Having two modules up and running means you have greater security for daily routines as you always have an integrated
back-up solution at your disposal. To enhance the scope of your labs, you can network your XN-2000 with other XNs
to create multiple-location installations. This lets you couple specialised and central laboratory units, and increase your
service offering. And thanks to our remote services, we can together define levels of support quality, guaranteed service
response times and ensure maximum system uptime.

Спецификация
Technology     
Fluorescence Flow Cytometry in all modes

Aspiration volume     
88µL in all modes

Throughput     
starting from 100 samples/h

Quality control     
XN Check and XN Check BF

Parameters     
28 diagnostic parameter always standard
XN-CBC = always with NRBC
XN-DIFF = efficiency of XE-5000

16 diagnostic parameters are optional
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Core models   
 XN-1000, XN-2000, XN-3000 or XN-9000

https://www.sysmex.ru/produkty/product-singleview/xn-2000-1187.html
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